
Team Nomination Sheets for Each Match 

 

In past years, team captains have attended a toss or been able to fill out pre-tossing sheets and 

nominate their choice of AB/C or XY/Z. The restrictions imposed by COVID 19 have meant 

some changes to this whole process. 

There will not be any toss for AB/C or XY/Z for Teams matches at the Championships. 

Before the Championships, teams will be randomly assigned to AB/C or XY/Z for all Teams 

matches, including crossover finals for events with pools. This will be done electronically in 

conjunction with the Referee. The result of this process will be published with the teams 

draws. 

Each Team Manager will be given Team Nomination sheets for all Round Robin matches for 

their teams before the Championships. These sheets will look like the old Tossing Sheets but 

they will only have space for nominating one team in the pre-assigned AB/C or XY/Z 

positions, and there will be no choice for AB/C or XY/Z. These sheets should be filled out 

and placed in the box provided in the Tournament Control room before each match.  

Team Nominations sheets for cross over matches will be made available when the 

participants in the match are known. 

If a team wishes to play in the same order for all of their matches, they may fill out a ‘Global’ 

sheet. This sheet will have space for nominating the playing order for both AB/C and XY/Z, 

and the appropriate one will be used for each match base on the random selection for AB/C 

or XY/Z. 

If a Captain needs to change a playing order in an emergency, e.g. a player wakes up with an 

illness or injury and the Captain cannot be at the venue by the normal time, then they can 

phone the Tournament Controllers - phone numbers are 0408 837 006 for Bev James and 

0402 835 930 for Brian James. 

The toss for umpires for all matches will be done at the table prior to the match. 
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